New On DVD & Blu-Ray
Burn Notice Season 5 A new day breaks for Michael Westen when he's
reinstated by the CIA, but his good fortune is impossibly short-lived. Framed for
murder and blackmailed by a diabolical foe, Michael and his team must do
whatever it takes to clear his name and catch a killer. As the danger builds,
Michael finally comes face-to-face with the man who burned him, leading to an
explosive finale, after which nothing will ever be the same. Featuring an
exclusive extended episode, deleted scenes, and so much more, Burn Notice:
Season Five will reveal more shocking secrets than ever before! Fox
White Collar 3rd Season Matt Bomer is back for another thrilling season of
high-class capers and criminal intrigue on TV's slickest, sexiest show, White
Collar! Bomer returns as suave con man turned FBI consultant Neal Caffrey,
racing to stay one step ahead of the feds even as he helps his partner, Agent
Peter Burke, bring down some of the world's most clever criminals. The stakes
are at an all-time high as Neal struggles to come to terms with his own
checkered past, but will his greatest con cost him everything? Featuring
DVD-exclusive extras, the white hot Season Three of White Collar is a whole new
bag of tricks! Fox
Alvin and the Chipmunks Chip Wrecked The vacationing Chipmunks and
Chipettes are turning a luxury cruise liner into their personal playground, until
they become 'chipwrecked' on a remote island. As the 'Munks and Chipettes
scheme to find their way home, they accidentally discover their new turf is not
as deserted as it seems. Featured performers include Jason Lee, Matthew Gray
Gubler, Amy Poehler, Jesse McCartney, Andy Buckley, Lauren Gottlieb. Fox
We Bought a Zoo Oscar winner Matt Damon gives a heartfelt performance in
this film which is based on a true story. When his teenage son gets into trouble,
Benjamin Mee (Damon) gives up a lucrative newspaper job to move his family
to the most unlikely of places: a zoo! With help from an eclectic staff, and with
many misadventures along the way, Benjamin embarks on a fresh beginning to
restore the dilapidated zoo to its former glory, while uniting his family. We
Bought A Zoo is a "wonderful, warm and witty" celebration of the human spirit.
Fox
Lavern & Shirley Season 5 Television's most beloved gal pals with little money
but big dreams are back in all 25 hilarious episodes from Season Five of Laverne
& Shirley. They may be living in a Milwaukee basement apartment for now, but
the indomitable duo of Laverne De Fazio (Penny Marshall) and Shirley Feeney
(Cindy Williams) have plans to make it their own way. From enlisting in the
military to protesting for their rights to taking jobs at a diner, nothing's going to
get them down - not even the increasingly more outrageous antics of upstairs
neighbors Lenny (Michael McKean) and Squiggy (David Lander). Pour yourself a
milk and Pepsi, curl up with your own Boo Boo Kitty and enjoy all four discs
from this classic comedy series. Paramount
Bob: The Complete Series Bob Newhart, one of television's most enduring
comedic actors, stars as the affable Bob McKay, the creator of a 1950s comic
book superhero "Mad-Dog" in Bob: The Complete Series. When the comic book
failed to take off as expected, Bob reluctantly became a greeting card artist.
Now, through a series of events, "Mad-Dog" has been revived! Bob's dream,
however, is short-lived when the publisher sells out and Bob and his staff are
fired. Comedy ensues when Bob's life comes full-circle and he is rehired to run
the Schmitt Greeting Card Company he originally left. Paramount
Normandy After being injured on the Russian front, battle-hardened Captain
Klaus Muller is transferred to a hospital in Normandy, where he finds his
beloved fiancée Klaudia stationed as a nurse. They are soon caught between
the advancing Allied army, and a crazed Gestapo agent. Klaus and Klaudia must
fight their way out amid the horror and chaos of D-Day, the biggest invasion in
military history. MTI
Decisions Financial desperation leads to bad decisions for a group of friends
seeking to lie, cheat, and steal their way out of debt. When their bid to make a
quick buck goes hopelessly awry, a corrupt detective (Corey Haim in his final
role) emerges guns blazing in an attempt to get the money back to the
gangsters it was stolen from. Now, the choices that everyone makes in the next
24 hours will be the ones they'll have to live with for the rest of their lives which may not be very long. Inception
The Strange Love of Martha Ivers Fate drew them together...and only murder
could part them! No one's as good as Barbara Stanwyck when she is "bad" - and
the Double Indemnity star gives an equally chilling performance opposite
rugged Van Heflin and dynamic Kirk Douglas (making his feature-film debut) in
The Strange Love Of Martha Ivers. Three youths - Martha, Walter and Sam - are
forever bound together by a terrible secret. Decades later, Martha (Stanwyck)
and Walter (Douglas) are now married - she's a wealthy, successful industrialist;
he's a popular, ambitious District Attorney. But when Sam (Heflin) unexpectedly
drifts back into town and into their lives' tensions rise. Is he simply back for a
visit...or is he looking for a payoff to keep their awful secret buried? Lizabeth
Scott is the troubled girl who finds herself drawn into Sam's life - and the
mysterious relationship he shares with Martha and Walter. Love never
dies...even when it's The Strange Love Of Martha Ivers. Film Chest
Lancelot Link: Secret Chimp Move over, James Bond! Lancelot Link Secret
Chimp swings into action as the greatest super spy ever to foil international
evildoers, charm the ladies and drive a really cool car! In this hilarious all-chimp
spy spoof airing from 1970 to 1972, Link and his stunning sidekick Mata Hairi
adopt more and more outrageous disguises as they use their considerable wit
and cunning to battle the Baron, his chauffeur Creto, the Duchess, Dr.
Strangemind, Wang Fu and Ali Assa Seen. When he's not fighting diabolical
criminals, Lancelot gets groovy as the leader of the psychedelic pop band
Evolution Revolution, which rocks out in these 12 memorable episodes. Film
Chest
Franklin & Bash: First Season Jared Franklin (Breckin Meyer, Robot Chicken)
and Peter Bash (Mark-Paul Gosselaar, NYPD Blue) have a funny way of practicing
the law. From making out with a plaintiff, to fist fighting on the courtroom
steps, to chugging beers as evidence, these rogue lawyers will pull any wild
stunts to win a client's case. But their unorthodox methods get results. That's
why eccentric attorney Stanton Infeld (Malcolm McDowell, The Artist) asks them
to join his high-powered law firm. Prepare for a culture clash as Franklin & Bash
teach the old legal system a few new tricks. The complete first season features
guest stars Jason Alexander (Seinfeld), Beau Bridges (The Descendants), Harry
Hamlin (L.A. Law), Tom Arnold (Sons of Anarchy) and Tricia Helfer. Sony

